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ON SOME PROBLEMS OF HOMOGENIZATION*
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Abstract. This article concerns a type of partial differential equations in which
coefficients occur that are periodic functions of the basic independent variables or coordi-
nates *!, x2 (we restrict ourselves to two-dimensional problems). The period length H,
here assumed to be the same in both directions, is supposed to be small in comparison with
the scale of the general field, and interest is directed to what happens when H —> 0. An
example is the equation

£ ^ ~ *•>

with the boundary condition u = 0 on a given closed curve C in the Xi , x2-plane. Size and
shape of C are independent of H, while the coefficients au , a12, a2l , a22 are periodic
functions of auxiliary variables £, = xx/H with period 1 in , £2 • The problem of interest
is whether the unknown function a, which must react upon all the fluctuations of the atJ ,
can be related to a function £/(*i , x2) which is determined by a partial differential
equation with constant coefficients, and how these coefficients can be obtained from the
au . This is called the problem of "homogenization".

It is the purpose of the present paper to show that this problem assumes a particular
form when we replace the auxiliary variables = xt/H by variables

= (a-, - xi0)///,

again with period 1 in £2 but having a movable origin, while leaving the curve C and the
input function f(xi , .v2) unchanged. The solution of Eq. (1) will now become dependent on
the parameters H, xw , x20 • Evidently it will be periodic in x10, x20 and we can give
attention to the mean value (u) of u at a fixed point Xj , x2 when x10, x20 move over a cell of
the period grid. The explicit introduction of the movable parameters x10, .v20 gives a new
tool for the treatment of the homogenization problem and for the deduction of the
equation for the function U{x1 , x2).

Three examples are presented, the first one and the second one referring to Eq. (I),
with a margin of error either of order H or of order H2. The third example refers to a
system with two dependent variables subject to the equations of two-dimensional elastic-
ity.
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1. Introduction. In recent years much attention has been given [1] to a particular
type of partial differential equations in which coefficients occur that are periodic functions
of the basic independent variables or coordinates xt , x2 (we restrict ourselves here to two-
dimensional problems). The period length H, here taken the same in both directions, is
supposed to be small in comparison with the scale L of the general field, and interest is
directed to what happens when H —» 0. As an example we may think of problems in
elasticity where the stressed medium has a periodic microstructure and where the question
is raised whether in the limit H -> 0 the microstructure can be replaced by homogeneous
uniform material under the condition that the overall deformation shall closely approxi-
mate the overall deformation of the original microstructured material.

To present an example in mathematical terms, we consider the partial differential
equation of elliptic type in two independent variables jci , jc2 ,

8 ( 8u\
^ ~8x~i Jxi) ~=Z 7T" \a'J ~) = f(xi,x2), (i;

with the boundary condition

u = 0 along (and outside) a given closed fixed curve C in the xt , x2-plane. (2)

Here the coefficients an , a 12, an , a22 are periodic functions of auxiliary variables £, =
Xi/H with period 1 in £, , £2 . The parameter H can be chosen arbitrarily, provided it is
small in comparison with the scale length L characteristic for the boundary curve C and
for the input function f(xl , x2). Changes of H do not affect the functions i , £2), nor
the function f(xi , .v2), or the form and situation of the curve C. The coefficients atj may be
rapidly fluctuating inside each period square. For convenience we consider the atJ as being
of unit order of magnitude; the same will hold for their derivatives with respect to and
& ■

A problem which is investigated in the literature is whether the unknown function u,
which according to Eq. (1) must react upon all the fluctuations of the coefficients a,7 , can
be related to an auxiliary function U(xt , x2) which is determined by a partial differential
equation with constant coefficients, and how these coefficients can be obtained from the
dij . This is called the problem of "homogenization". It is the purpose of the present paper
to show that this problem assumes a particularly convenient form when we replace the
auxiliary variables £, = xt/H by variables

$i = (x, - xi0)/H (3)

again with period 1 in £, , £2 , but now having a movable origin. By explicitly introducing
the two quantities x10, x20 we obtain the possibility of shifting the origin of the periodicity
grid in an arbitrary way over the Xj, x2-plane, while leaving the curve C and the input
function /(x,, x2) unchanged. It is evident that the solution u(x, , x2) of Eq. (1) with the
boundary condition (2) will now become dependent on the parameters H, .v10, x20, being
periodic in ,y10 , x20 with period H. It makes sense therefore to give attention to the mean
value (u) of u at a fixed point jc, , x2 when x10, x20 move over a cell of the period grid. Such
average values will have more importance (also from a physical point point of view) than
the incidental value of u for an arbitrary choice of xia, x20 ■ If the point xl , x2 is situated
on the boundary curve C the value of u must be zero for every choice of x10, x20; hence the
same will hold for the mean value (u). If Xi , x2 is close to but not on C, the value of u will
differ from zero by a small amount for any choice of xl0, x20 and again the same will hold
for (u). Hence we do not expect any difficulty in the averaging process with fixed x^, x2 . It
may be said that the introduction of the movable parameters x10, x20 gives a new tool for
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the treatment of the homogenization problem and changes its nature, "linearizes" it in a
certain sense.

Incidentally, it may be noted that the partial differential equation (1) can be inter-
preted by supposing that u represents a pressure field (with positive and negative pres-
sures), and that pressure gradients produce flow components

Pi = -au(8u/dXi), (4)

the au being "permeability coefficients". Then

dpj/SXj = -(d/dxj)[atj(du/8xt)] (5)

is the divergence (or convergence) of the flow, which must be equal to the "input" f(xi ,
x2). The contour C then represents a boundary of zero pressure.

2. The problem to be studied is whether the unknown function «, which according to
Eq. (1) must react upon all the fluctuations of the coefficients atj, can be related to an
auxiliary function U(xx , x2), not dependent upon x1B, x20 and defined by a partial
differential equation with constant coefficients. These coefficients should presumably be
formed from certain averages deduced from the au . For this purpose we assume a relation
between u and U of the special form

u = U + H x") ■ (6)V dxi dx2 * ) K '

The functions x1* Xn shall be periodic functions of , £2 with unit period, for which we
must find suitable equations. Like the coefficients au they will be supposed to be of unit
order of magnitude. The same then will hold for their derivatives with respect to £i , £2 •
Substitution of (6) into Eq. (1) leads to the transformed equation:

JL
H 8xl

^ixl)+~ +
8&

| 1 8U
H 8x2

^(Xn) + -TT +
Six

82U
8Xy

d2U

3 3 3^3^
7T (tfnX1) + TT (°i2Xl) + flu + an -77- + a2i ■—

<9^2 d£i d£2-

c o

ov ny JT («ux" + «2 IX1) + 7-7- (ai2x" + a22x')
OX 1 0X2 LC7^i 3^2

8\n 8\i! &x' 8\J
+ a21 + au + a21 ~r~ + cti2 + 0i2 ~rz G22 „

8c, 1 8% 2 8 8^2-

82U
dx22

8 8 8\n <9y"
JT (<W) + JT (a22Xn) + + a22^~ + fll2 -f-
-3%\ 3% 2 ^si

fluX1' + fl2lX' + fll2X'
, „ !83U 83U+ H 1TTT anX +

8x1 8X1 8x2

+ [fl22X' + a^U + + "f^T «»X"| = fix 1 , X2). (7)

We note that no multiplication or division by a power of H has occurred. Here the
operator 12 is defined by

8_( _8_ '
Hi \a'J d$t!'

We observe that for fixed x10, x20 we have 8/8xt = {\/H)(8 / 8^).

— [atJTTh (8)
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3. We now can make a choice for the functions x1. X11: Eq. (7) then becomes an
equation for U. The choice can be made so that the terms with the factor \ /H disappear
from Eq. (7); then there is no danger of a catastrophe when H —> 0. This requires

«<x'>---Tr--7r: s«x">=-7r-7r- m

These equations are completely expressed in terms of £i , £2 . All terms are of unit order of
magnitude and independent of H . Since the right-hand sides have zero integrals over a
period cell, the equations admit periodic solutions for x\ XI! which are identical in all
period cells . As the equations refer only to derivatives of x1. x"> the solutions have an
arbitrary additive constant, which we fix by requiring that

JJ d^i dij2x' = 0 ; JJ dij! dij2x[l = 0 , 0°)

the integrals being taken over a period cell. The functions x'(£i > £2)- Xu(£i • £2) are then
fully determined. Returning to Eq. (6), where we assume that U and 8 U/cxl , 8 U/8x2 are
fully determined functions of x, , ,y2 (as will be established subsequently), we see how for a
given point , .v2 the quantities ,v10 , x20 enter into x1* x" through Eq. (3) and thus enter
also into u. For fixed xx , x2 the functions x\ x" are periodic functions of x10, x20, and
Eqs. (10) clearly imply that

JJ dx10 dx20 x1 = 0 ; JJ dx 10 dx20 x" = 0 , (11)

the integrals being taken over a period cell. It follows therefore from Eq. (6) that

(u) = j^JJ dx 10 dx2„ u = U . (12)

4. We next look at the terms with second-order derivatives of U which do not carry a
power of H. We introduce the quantities (which are fully determined functions of , £2 ):

and write

b 11 - a 11 + au (8\'/<9£,) + a2i (dx1/d£2) :

b2i = a21 + au (8x'V8£,) + a2l (&xu/8£2) ;

bi2 — Q\2 + Q\2 (dx1/8£i) ~t~ ci22 (dx1/8£2) ;

b22 = a22 + al2 (8x11/8% 1) + a22 (8\u/<9£2) ,

Q11 = [[ d£ 1 d%2bu ; 021 = [[ d£ 1 d^2b2l ;
JJ 0 ^ 0

(?i2 = JJ d£ 1 di^2b\2 ; Q22 = JJ d£i d<~2b22 \

(13)

(14)

(integrals over a period square). Set further

bn ~ Q11 + ft11 b2\ = Q2i + ft21 <b\2 = Q\2 + ft\2 \ b22 = Q22 + ft22 • (15)
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The four quantities Qu are constants related to the permeability coefficients au ; they are
independent of the £, (and of xt ,x2,H, x10, x20)• Each of the four quantities j3tJ has a zero
integral over a period cell. The term with 82U/8x2 in Eq. (7) can now be written:

82U
8x2 Qu + (tfuX1) + a't (a12X') + 0u

<??2

Similar expressions are obtained for the terms with 82U/8xx 8x2 and 82U/ 8x2 . We take
the average of Eq. (7) when x10, xm move over a period cell while , x2 remain fixed. This
leads to the following equation (slightly rearranged):

= - H

where

83U , 83U , 83U , 83U
+ «2 T 77 )■ «3 7 7 2 + ai '1 O 3 2 o 2d "3 q O8xi 8xi 8x2 cxxox2

= (flux1); «2 = <(«nxH + «2ix' + «i2x'));

«3 = <(fl22x' + fl2lXU + ai2Xn)> ; «4 = («22XU) •

(16)

(17)

These are constant numbers associated with the periodicity grid; they are independent of
H and of xl0, xm , and they are of order unity.

We now define U as that solution of Eq. (16) which becomes independent of H as H —>
0. In other words:

™- + (0 +0 ) 8'U ' - dW
18x12 (^2' V12' 8x1 8x2

U is the solution of Q1177-7 + (Q21 + Q12) + Q22 -777 = fix, , x2) (18)

with the boundary condition U = 0 on C.

At the same time Eq. (6) gives u = U with a possible error of order H and (u) = U, as
already given in Eq. (12). Eq. (18) is the required equation with constant coefficients.

5. The question will arise whether this procedure can be extended so as to in-
corporate terms with higher powers of H.

We extend Eq. (6) with three further terms, introducing functions xm, xIV> xV;

The transformed equation (7) now becomes

1 8U 8an , 8aa(x') + -77^ + 12

H 8xl L ' 8^ 8£
1 8 U

H 8x2 a(x") + ^+^

_ 82U
8 x 2

82U+

+

8x1 8x

82U

a(xIU) + 77- (anX1) + 77" (ai2X*) + bn

a(xIV) + -77- («nxn + «2ix') + 77- (o^x11 + a22x') + 621 + bt

a(xv) + 4r (a2iXu) + 77- (a22Xn) + b2
1 <9£2
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+ hb3u

+ H

+ H

8xi3

83U
8xi2 dx2

83U
6xx 8x2

^(flnXUI)+ +
C%2

4r («nXIV + «2lXIn) + TT («12XIV + tf22XIn) + >2
^ s2

-jr (anXv + fl2iXIV) + tt- («i2xv + fl22XIV) + r3
-Vqi C%2

+ H^ -JT («2iXv) + 4r («22XV) + r4
-<?£l #£2

+ H2 ~f~7 flnXin +

+ H2

+ H1

5a'i4 " 5Xi3 <9X2

8'U

flllXIV + «2lXIU + «12X'

<9xi2 dx22

84U
dxi 8X2

fl„XV + fl2lXIV + fll2XIV + fl22XHI

^22X'V ^ a2lX^ ^12XV + H2 a22xv = f{x 1 , X2). (20)
{/X2

To abbreviate the writing we have made use of the quantities bn , b21 , b12, b22 defined by
Eq. (13), and have further introduced quantities rx , r2, r3 , r4 defined as follows:

r, = fluX1 + an(8xin/8^) + a21(8xul / d£2);

8 y1 v <3 X n ^x"1 & X111
>2 = flux" + («21 + «12)X' + flu+ fl2. + a.. + *22

<?XV ^Xv 5vIV 3xIV
P3 = ^22X1 (^21 ~1~ al2)x" "11 "T7 I" #21 7~7 1" fli2 —T7 + <?22 '

«ii <3£2 "" ^ ~ si2

^ = «22x" + Ou^xV^ii) + a22(8xv/8t 2).
(21)

We then write

Rl = II d^1 d^2 Kl ' ri = ri + pi '

^2 ~ J"J 2/*2 i ^2 — ̂ 2 P21 (22)

^3 = ff C/^2r3 I r3 = ^3 P3 1

Ri = II d^Ki ' rt = R< + pt.

The functions Pi , p2 , p3 , p4 have zero integrals over a period cell.
As before, we define x1, x" by means of Eqs. (9) with conditions (10), so that the terms

with the factor \/H disappear. We next define x"\ XIV ar)d xv as solutions of the
equations
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= ~ir («nx') - ~ (anX1) - Hn \

tt(xIV ) = ~ (dnXu + a2lX1)- TT + flax1) - fti - /J12; (23)
l <9£2

"(xv) = ~4r (fl2ixu) - 4r OW) - ,

together with the condition that the integrals of x111, XIV> Xv over a period cell shall be
zero. The terms with the second-order derivatives of U then become the same as before:

6. We now take the averages of the remaining terms. Those with the third-order
derivatives become

H{ o + R d°U + R d2U +RW) f25^
' 1 dXy3 2 dxf 8x2 3 8x, 8x22 4 8x:3' ' (25)

with R, , R2, R3, R4 as defined in Eq. (22); and those with fourth-order derivatives become

d*U , 34t/ , 8*U , 8*U d*U\
H^a°j^ + a-j^j72 + nj7^ + a'-^rrx+ <26>

where

as = ((auX111)); «6 = <(flnXIV + tfziX111 + fli2Xin)>> etc.

The resulting equation for t/(x, , x2) then takes the form

82U 82U 82U
Qn J^2 + (02, + 0,2) + Q»Jrf +

( 83U ) f 84U 1
+ // j /?! + etc- / + H \ «5 + etc- / = f(x 1 ' *2). (27)

All coefficients on the left-hand side are constants. We look for that solution for U which
can be developed in ascending powers of H, beginning with a term independent of H.

When using the terms of orders 0 and 1 in H, we then can obtain an improved
expression for U, and use this in the approximation

u = U + H 8U
8x-x' + — xl)

, X 8x2 X J '

which should improve upon u = U as obtained in the first approximation. The remaining
error is then of order H2, while again

(u) = U.

In principle this procedure can be extended to higher powers of H, but it is question-
able whether the amount of calculating labor is worth while.
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7. Summary. It is useful briefly to summarize the results obtained in the preceding
pages.

It is assumed that the four coefficients an , a12, a21 , a22, the period H and the bound-
ary curve C in the xx , ;t2-plane have been prescribed (an , • • • a22 as functions of , £2). To
obtain an expression for u with an uncertainty of order H proceed as follows:

(a) solve Eq. (9) for x\ x" as functions of £i , £2 ;
(b) calculate bn , bl2, b2, , b22 from Eqs. (13) and the numbers Qn , Ql2, Q21 , Q22

from Eqs. (14);
(c) solve Eq. (18) for U{xi , x2) with constant coefficients:

82U 82U 82U
Qn J.+ {Ql2 + 02l) J^J72 + q*2J^ = f[Xl' "V2)' (18)

using the boundary condition U = 0 on the C in the Xi , Avplane;

(d) then

(u) = U + uncertainty of order H2 (presumably).
u = U + uncertainty of order H: (28)

To obtain an expression for u with an uncertainty of order H2 the following additional
calculations are needed:

(e) from btl , bl2, b2l , b22 and the numbers Qn , Q12, Q21 , (?22 form the quantities 0n ,
/3i2 , /821, 022 defined in Eqs. (15);

(f) solve Eqs. (23) for x"\ XIV* Xv as functions of ^ , £2;
(g) calculate the functions rx, r2, r3, r4 from Eqs. (21) and the numbers , R2, R3 ,

/?4, from Eqs. (22);
(h) calculate a corrected function Uc{x, , x2) from the extended equation with constant

coefficients

~ S2u _ . „ , 82U , ^ 82U
J^2 + {Q" + Q"}J^872 + Q22J^

H
8W 8s U 8°U 8HJ_

. 1 8x,3 2 8x!2 8 x2 3 8x, 8 x22 4 8 x23.
= f(xr , x2), (29)

again using the boundary condition Uc = 0 on the curve C in the x: , jc2-plane, with the
condition that U shall remain regular for H —> 0.

(i) then

(d U 8 U \
-—x1 + 7—Xu I + uncertainty of order H2\
O X1 0X2 '

(u) = Uc + error of order H2 (or maybe H3). (30)

8. Extension to the equations of the two-dimensional theory of elasticity. As a fur-
ther example we will consider the equations of the two-dimensional theory of elasticity. In
this case the field is described by two variables, the "displacement components" ux , u2
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which take the place of the former single variable u. Introducing the elastic coefficients X, n
(writing X* = X + 2n for short), the elastic stress components are given by

y   \ * 8U\ I \ 8^2 l y   y   ( — -1. ^ i v   \ 8U\ d U2An - x* —— + x -—,,a21 - au - n 1 —— + —i :x22 = x -— + x* -—
0X1 8x2 1 \ 8x1 8xJ 8x 1 8x2 (3|)

It is assumed that there is no displacement component u3 , and that 8/8x3 = 0 for all
variables. The components then must satisfy the equilibrium conditions

8X11 8X21 , 8X12 8X22 j-, /t,\

where /, , f2 represent exterior forces. This leads to the following two equations for , u2.

JL (\* + _JL_ fx -^2^ 4- — ( + 8uA - f ■
d.*i V dxi/ dx, \ 8x2) dx2 \ 8x 1/ v dx2/ '

(33)
d / g^i\ g / 8u,) 8 ( 8u2\ _ ,

3.Vi v 8x1 J 8x 1 v d-xr2' <9.v2 \ dxi/ 3x2 \ Bx2)

It is now supposed that the quantities X, /u (and X*), which play the part of our former
"permeability coefficients", are periodic functions of auxiliary variables

& = (xt - xi0)/H,

as defined in Eq. (3), with period 1 in the . Various boundary conditions can be used in
connection with Eqs. (33). We choose as the simplest

w, = 0; w2 = 0 on a fixed closed curve C in the x, , x2-plane. (34)

It is convenient to introduce the following operators in terms of the £,•:

a''wMw)*w,^ w)'

a''wMjg)+w,^w)-
a'"kM w) + w)'
When these operators are divided by H2 then for constant x10, x20 they are equivalent to
operators in ,Yi , x2 ; and the basic equations (33) can be written in the form

(i///2)[S2,(Wl) + n,(«2)] = /,; (36)

(i///2)[S24(Mi) + n2(u2)] = f2.

9. For , u2 we introduce developments of the type of Eq. (6), as follows:

11 1 a (BUi 8Ui 8 U2 8U2 \ ii~i\u, - t/, + // : (37)

(35)
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U = U + H (—Y + —Y + —Y + —Y V (37)"2 ^ + H \ 8x, Xs + dx2 Xe + Bxx X? 5x2 X7

The functions Xi ''' Xs are supposed to be periodic functions of the variables £, , £2 , with
period 1. As before we seek equations for these functions which will help us to simplify the
resulting equations for Ux and U2.

We introduce the expressions (37) into Eqs. (33). There result two equations, the
analogues for the former Eq. (7), running as follows:

77 Pi(x.) + «.(x.) + sxv^i] f -L ̂  [Ql(Xl) + o3(x6) +

+ ^^["'(X3) + a.(xt) + + ^3(x8) + ax/af,]

8xt2

8W,+

A- (X*Xi) + # (MX.) + x* + x* (dxi/BH + \(8XJ8U)
^S2

^7~(X*X2) + T7~(Xx5) + -jr^Xx) + "7T- (MXe)
C%1 C%1 0^2 v%23X\ 3x2

+ X*(5xa/0£i) + Mate/dM + ti(dxs/d^) + fi(dXi/8h)

+

+ d2U2
dXi2

+
82U2

J- (Xxe) + 77- (fix2) + M + fi(8xJd£i) + fi(8xJd£2)
<^2

-TT (X*Xa) + TT- (MX?) + X*((9xa/d£i) + X(<9£7/d£2)
^s 2

T7~ (X*Xi) + 77" (Xx?) + 4r (mXs) + '7T- 0*Xs)
®?2 ^<2d.Vi dx2

+ (X + m) + X*(<9xi/d(i) + X(^Xs/ <9£2) + fi(8xJ<9£2) + m(<9x 7/ d^)

+ ^2t/;

8x2

+ H

3 3
rz~(^Xs) + TF + ^(dXs/S^) + fi(8xJSX2)

-3% 1 3^2

83U^* , , , ,
X Xi + a „ 2 a >■ (X X2 + Xxs + MXs).8X1 8x2 8x2

83Ui , , v , * , 83U,5^7(^ + XX6 + MXe)+ "^T

1 ^3t/2_ , <93t/2 ,
X3 + ^7^(x X4 + XX7 + ^)

1 ^ / I \ 1 , , 83U2
+ (MX3 + XXs + MXa) + ~8xJ^Xi. fi(xi,x2). (38,)
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77 "fxf + ^4(xi) + 8\/8£2] + Jf ^z(Xa) + frife) + 8\x/8^\

+ ~Jj [^(x?) + ^(Xa) + <W££,] + ~ [fi2(x8) + ttiiXi) + BX*/8£2]

82Ul

+

Bx12

82Ul

JT^Xt) + -rr&Xi) + ^{BxJ B&) + h(Bxi/B£2)

-T~r (mxi) + ~zr (^xe) + -jr (^xa) + ~ir (X*x5)<9£ i 8^i 8^2 8£ 28x i Bx2

+ (X + n) + X*(dx5/8 £2) + HBx 1/ d£i) + fi(8x»/8£i) + /«(dx2/<9£2)

+
dx2

+
«92t72

3 a-!2

82U.

T^(MX2) + ^(^*X6) + X^/^i) + X*(BXe/B^)
- Vqi

vrCMX?) + jrCXXs) + n + fi(8x»/d£i) + fiiBxi/8^)
0% 1 <7£2

tt (mxs) + -jr (mxs) + tt- (X*xt) + jr (XX4;
<?<2 p?2d*! 3^2

+ X*(dx 7/^£2) + X(3X3/0£i) + ii(Bxa/ 8% 1) + n(8x*/ 8£2)

82U2
+

+ H

jrrfax 4) + 4-(x*xs) + x* + XVx8/^2) + XC^Mi)<9£i #£2

^1 , «'t/l / I \ | V^7MX5 + ^7^(MX6 + Xxi + Atxi)

83U1 , , , ,
Xa + XX2 + MX2)+ ^T(X ,

I ^ I ^ / | \ I V+ + (MXs + Xxa + MXs)

^2 , , , , d*Ut"+ II7^7(X x7 + Xx, + mxJ+ ^tX X8_ = f2{x1 ,x2). (382)

10. In the deduction of these equations the quantities xw , x20 determining the origin
of the periodicity grid for ^ , £2 are kept fixed. In the relations to be deduced from Eqs.
(38) xl0 and x20 play the part of parameters. Clearly such relations will become periodic
functions of *10 and x20, and mean values can be introduced referring to their movement
over a cell of the grid. We shall use such mean values in a similar way to that in Sees. 3 and
4.

First we get rid of the terms with the first-order derivatives of Ui and U2 by subjecting
the functions xi , • • • Xs to the conditions
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«i(xi) + «.(x.) = -d\*/8ki;
Oi(x2) + ^(Xs) = —8fi/i

^i(x3) + ^(x?) = —dn/8^2;

fii(x«) + n3(x.)=-W^i; (39)
^(Xs) + fi4(Xi) = -8X/8^2;

^(Xe) + ^fe) = ~8n/d|i ;
^hixi) + ^4(x3) = ~8n/;

^(X.J+^fo) = " 8\*/8H2,

combined with the requirement that xi ' '' Xs shall be periodic functions of £i , |2 with a
zero integral over a period cell. It follows from Eqs. (39) that

X2 = X3 , Xs = X7, (40)

so that there are three sets of two equations to be solved, each set for two x-functions,
against two independent equations in Sec. 3. We then take the mean of Eqs. (38) over a
period grid. As before, this transforms these equations into differential equations with
constant coefficients. If we limit ourselves to the terms not multiplied by a power of H we
need the following twelve constants:

Qn= JJ d$ 1 di2 [X* + \*(8Xl/8^) + \{8XJ8^)}\

Q\2 = JJ d£ 1 d£2 [X*(<9xz/8£i) + \(8xe/8£2) + n{8xs/8£,) + n{8\J8£2)]\

Q13 = JJ d£i d£2 [/u + ix{8xe/8i,i) + ^{8x2/e>£2)];

Qu = JJ d£ 1 d%2 [X*(5x3/8^1) + \{8xi/8£2)];

Qn = JJ dtj 1 dij2 [(A + m) + X*(^X4/d£i) + H8xs/8%2) + v(8XJ8^2) + »{8XJ<9£i)];

(?ie = JJ d%! d%2 [ii(8xs/8£i) + n(dXi/d%2)]\ (4|)

Q21 = JJ d£i d£2 [m(*X./^|i) + (*{dXi/^6)1;

022 = JJ dtj 1 d^2 [(X + m) + X*((5xs/<5£2) + X(^xi/<9£i) + n(8Xe/8^) + n{dX2/,9£2)];

(?23 = JJ d£! d£2 [X*(5xe/d|2) + X(e>x2/<9£i)];

024 = JJ dij 1 d^2 [m + n(8xs/8£2) + At(^X?/5^i)];
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025 = Jf d£, d£2 [\*(dx?/dh) + Hdxi/d£i) + n(8xJd$i) + V-^xJd£2)];

= Jf d( 1 </£, [X* + X*(0x./«6) + M^/^i)],
all integrations to be taken over a period cell. These quantities form the coefficients of the
equations for Ut , U2 (corresponding to Eq. (18) of Sec. 4):

8W, d'U, d'Ut d*U2 dW2 d2U2
Q11 TTT + 012 „ „ + 013 7—7 + 014 ~J~Y + 015 pv + 016 "T7T = M*1 . -^2);i/Xj C/.X1 {/.X2 0X2 OX\ OX\ 0X2 u X2

(42a)

a2ty, 52t/, d*U2 8W2 , 32t/2
021777 + 022 + 023777 + 024 777 025 + 026 777 = ^ •X2'-

(42b)

They are independent of jc10 , x20 and must be solved with the boundary condition that (7,
and U2 shall vanish on the curve C in the x, , x2-plane. We then have

u 1 U\

ti2 t/2

both with an uncertainty of order H. (43)

It is evident that the extension from one to two dependent variables leads to a
considerable amplification of the required calculations. A further amplification will occur
if we go on to problems with three dependent variables u, , u2, u3 .

The main results obtained in this paper are the formulas for the calculation of the
coefficients

0, .02, 03.04 (Eqs. (13) and (14)); 0„ , 012, ••• 026 (Eqs. (41)).

We have not paid attention to boundary conditions. As mentioned before, we take
»i = 0, «2 = 0 on a boundary curve C. Then we also must make U, = 0, U2 = 0 on C, as
from Eq. (37) we have Ul = («,), U2 = (u2).
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